Nanodiamond particles are promising candidates in a variety of applications such as drug delivery [1], diagnostic imaging [2] , photo-electrochemical CO 2 reduction [3] , seeding agents for diamond film growth by chemical vapor deposition [4] , and energy storage [5] . The uniformity and purity of surface functionalization is critical in dictating success or failure in these applications. However, due to the complexity of the surfaces, there is a lack of fundamental understanding of the nanodiamond surface structures. Moreover, the surface structures can change during functionalization, since the process can involve, for example, thermal oxidation or hydrogenation at high temperatures.
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Here we address this challenge by using the advanced imaging and spectroscopy in the TEM. We examined diamond particles synthesized using the detonation (termed detonation nanodiamond, DND) and high pressure high temperature (HPHT) processes. The former method produces particles typically less than 5 nm, while the latter produces particles from tens to hundreds of nm. A monochromated, aberration-corrected TEM (Titan, FEI Company) operated at 80 kV was used for quantitative determination of the atomic structures. A monochromated, aberration corrected dedicated STEM (Nion UltraSTEM TM 100) operated at 60 kV was used for electron energy loss spectroscopy to determine the electronic structures. The low electron beam energies minimize atomic structural damage.
The benefits of monochromation and aberration-correction for imaging at 80 kV can be clearly seen in Fig. 1 , where near 1 Å spatial resolution provides unambiguous experimental evidence of the surface structure. The as-synthesized detonation nanodiamond particles show fullerene-like surface structures, which is the result of surface relaxation and the small particle size (Fig. 1 (a-b) ). This surface behavior is also predicted by our density functional tight-binding calculations (for nanodiamond particle with same size range observed in our experiment). Upon hydrogenation treatment, the DND surface was found to be graphitized, as evidenced by the two surface graphitic-like layers (Fig. 1(c) ). Fig. 2 shows experimental carbon K-edge spectra from DND, along with calculated spectra from density functional theory [6] . We have identified the pre-edge peaks (282.5, 284.6 and 286.5 eV) that are associated with vacancies and fullerene-like curved surfaces, respectively. These findings will be compared with both the hydrogenated nanodiamonds and the HPHT nanodiamonds, where the surface structures are distinctly different. Hence this combination of HRTEM and EELS provides a viable route for revealing how surface functionalization alters the atomic and electronic structures of nanodiamonds. 
